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Chapterr 3 

LQRR using Q-Learning 

3.11 Introductio n 

Inn this chapter we will present a theoretic framework that enables us to analyze the use 
off  RL in problem domains with continuous state and action spaces. The first theoretical 
analysiss and proof of convergence of RL applied to such problems can be found in [82]. It 
showss the convergence to the correct value function for a Linear Quadratic Regular izat ion 
task,, where the weights of a carefully chosen function approximator were adjusted to 
minimizee the temporal difference error. Based on the same idea the convergence was 
provenn for other RL approaches, including Q-learning [44]. 

InIn [16] [19] [20] [17], a policy iteration based Q-learning approach was introduced to solve 
aa LQR task. This was based on a Recursive Least Squares (RLS) estimation of a quadratic 
Q-function.. These approaches do not use the model of the linear system and can be applied 
iff  the system is unknown. If data is generated with sufficient exploration, the convergence 
too the optimal linear feedback can be proven. 

Bothh [17] and [44] indicate that the practical applicability of the results are limited 
byy the absence of noise in the analysis. A scalar example in [17] shows that the noise 
introducess a bias in the estimation, making that proofs of convergence no longer hold. We 
aree interested in the use of RL on real practical problem domains with continuous state 
andd action spaces. This means that we have to include the noise in our analysis. 

Wee are also interested in how well the RL approach performs compared to alternative 
solutionn methods. We can solve the LQR task with an unknown system using an indirect 
approach,, where data is used to estimate the parameters of the system. Then these esti-
matedd parameters are used to compute the optimal feedback. Because we want to compare 
thee results it is important to replace the RLS by a batch linear least squares estimation. 
Thiss has the advantage that no initial parameters have to be specified and so the result-
ingg solution only depends on the data and the solution method. The result is that both 
solutionn methods are off-line optimization methods, because first all data is generated and 
thenn the new feedback is computed. 

Accordingg to the convergence proofs, sufficient exploration is required to find the op-
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30 0 CHAPTERR 3. LQR USING Q-LEARNING 

t imall  solution. This means that random actions have to be applied to the system. In a 
practicall  control task this is not desirable, so we need an indication of the minimal amount 
off  exploration that is sufficient. This means that our analysis has to show how the perfor-
mancee of the two solution methods depend on the amount of exploration used to generate 
thee data. 

Inn the next section we wil l specify the Linear Quadratic Regularization task where the 
linearr system is assumed to be unknown. We then present the two solution methods and 
givee an overview on how to compare the performance of these two methods. Section 3.3 
wil ll  focus on the influence of the exploration on the comparison. We wil l show that 
thee noise determines the amount of exploration required for a guaranteed convergence. 
Alsoo we wil l show that this amount of exploration differs for the two solution methods. 
Thee experimental confirmation of the results wil l be given in section 3.4. followed by the 
discussionn and conclusion in section 3.5 and 3.6. 

3.22 LQR with an Unknown System 

Inn this section we wil l describe the LQR task and show how to obtain the optimal feedback 
whenn everything is known. We wil l then present a direct and an indirect solution method 
forr the situation where the parameters of the system are unknown. Also we wil l define a 
performancee measure and give an overview of the comparison of the two solution methods. 

3.2.11 Linear Quadrat ic Regulation 

Inn the Linear Quadratic Regulation (LQR) framework, the system is linear and the direct 
costt is quadratic. Let a linear time invariant discrete time system be given by: 

xxkk+i=Ax+i=Ax kk + Buk + vk, (3.1) 

wit hh xk £ IR"J the state, uk G IR"" the control action and vk G JR"T the system noise at 
timee step k. Al l elements of system noise v are assumed to be Af(0.af.) distributed and 
white.. Matrix A G JRUj x" r and B E E" j ! < n " are the parameters of the system. 

Thee direct cost r is a quadratic function of the state and the control action at time k: 

rr kk = xJSxk + ujRuk. (3.2) 

wheree S G R'l* xn*  and R G )Rn-xn" are the design choices. The objective is to find the 
mappingg from state to control action (IR"1 —> IR"") that minimizes the total costs J. which 
iss given by: 

< / = ! > -- (3-3) 

Thee value of J is finite if (3.2) approaches zero fast enough. This is the case when (3.1) 
iss controlled using (1.3) and the closed loop is stable. The total costs J becomes infinite 
iff  the closed loop is unstable. It is possible to include a discount factor 7 < 1 in (3.3). 
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butt then the total costs can be finite for an unstable system. We wil l use (3.3) without a 
discountt factor (or 7 = 1), so that a finite J always implies that the system is stable. 

Thee optimal control action u* is a linear function of the state: 

u*u* kk = L*xk with V = -(BTK*B + R)~1BTK*A (3.4) 

wheree K* 6 ]Rn iX " 1 is the unique symmetric positive definite solution to the Discrete 

AlgebraicAlgebraic Riccati Equation (DARE): 

K*K*  = AT(K*  - K*B(BrK*B + R)~lBTK*)A + S. (3.5) 

Thiss solution exists if: (A, B) is controllable, (A, 5a) is observable, S > 0 (positive semi-
definite)) and R > 0 (positive definite) [11]. Only with perfect knowledge about A, B, 
SS and R can equation (3.5) be solved. This restricts the practical applicability of LQR 
becausee in practice perfect knowledge about A, B is not available. 

3.2.22 System Identification 

Inn indirect adaptive control the parameters of the system have to be estimated, and we wil l 
referr to this as the System Identification (SI) approach.1 This is our first method to solve 
thee LQR problem with unknown A and B. The estimations are based on measurements 
generatedd by controlling the system using: 

uukk = Lxk + ek (3.6) 

wheree L is the existing feedback2 and ek € IRnu represents the excitation (or exploration) 
noise.. The main difference between e and v is that v is an unknown property of the system, 
whilee e is a random process that is added on purpose to the control action. Al l elements 
off  e are chosen to be Af(0,aj) distributed and white. Although the value of e is always 
known,, the two methods presented in this chapter wil l not use this knowledge. 

Controllingg the system for N time steps results in a set {iCyt}f =0 with: 

XkXk = D0 + i2Dk~i~1(Bei + vi) (3" ?) 
k k 

E E 
i=0 0 

wheree D = A + BL represents the closed loop. The sets {xk}^=0 and {uk}k=0 (computed 
withh (3.6)) form a data set that depends on the parameters of the system, the feedback, the 
initiall  state and both noise sequences. To estimate the parameters of the system, rewrite 

(3.1)) to: 

TT [ T T 
XXk+lk+l  — \Xk Uk 

AATT' ' 
++  vk (3.8) 

Actuallyy closed-loop identification or identification for control would be more appropriate, but system 
identificationn stresses the main difference with the reinforcement learning method more. 

2Notee that this controller already has the form of (3.4). only the value of L is not optimal. 
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Soo for the total data set 
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x\ x\ 
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K --
== *S I#SI + V SI I (3.9) ) 

shouldd hold. Since V^ is not known, only a least squares estimate of r?SI can be given: 

99slsl = (XlXs^XlYsi. (3.10) 

Thee estimated parameters of the system. A and B. can be derived from 6$h When A and 
BB are used, the solution of (3.5) wil l be K. Then a feedback LSI can be computed using 
(3.4).. This feedback Z,SI is the resulting approximation of L* by the SI approach. 

3.2.33 T he Q-funct ion 

Reinforcementt learning is our second method for solving the LQR task with unknown A 
andd B. This means that the costs in (3.2) wil l be regarded as the reinforcements. As 
explainedd in chapter 2. the main idea behind RL is to approximate the future costs and 
findd a feedback that minimizes these costs. In LQR the solution of the DARE (3.5) can 
bee used to express the future costs as a function of the state when the optimal feedback is 
usedd [11]: 

V*{xV*{x kk)) =£Vi = xjK*xk, (3.11) ) 
i=k i=k 

withh V* : ÏÏT'  -  IR. The feedback that minimizes (3.11) is given by (3.4). which requires 
knowledgee about A and B. So, it is not very useful3 to estimate the parameters K* of 
(3.11).. Q-Learning is more appropriate, since it does not require knowledge about the 
systemm to obtain the feedback. 

Inn Q-Learning the feedback is derived from the Q-function, which represents the future 
costss as a function of the state and action. So Q : JRn-xn" -^ IR is the function to approxi-
matee based on the measurements. If we know what function we have to approximate, then 
wee only have to estimate the parameters. According to (2.14) 

V*(x)V*(x) — min Q*(x, u) = Q*(x, u*) 

shouldd hold. It can be shown [19][44] that Q*(xk,u*k) is given by: 

'JXJ J 

Q*{xQ*{x kk,u*,u*kk)) = J2ri = [XI u SS + ATK*A ATK*B 
BBTTK*AK*A R + BTK*B 

xxk k 

== X 
. T T 

U U 
.T T HHxx xx HHxu xu 

IT*IT*  IT* 

XXk k 

ut ut 
*T T 

4>VH^i 4>VH^i 

(3.12) ) 

(3.13) ) 

(3.14) ) 

3I nn optimization tasks other than LQR, the computation of the future costs may be intractable so that 
ann approximation of the future costs mav be useful. 
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Thee vector <f>* k = \x£ u*k
T is the concatenation of the state and optimal control action 

andd the matrix H* contains the parameters of the optimal Q-function. This shows that 
thee optimal Q-function for the LQR task is a quadratic function of the state and action. 

Thee Q-function in (3.14) can be used to compute the optimal control action without 
thee use of the system model. According to (2.15), 

u*u* kk — a.vg min Q*(xk,u) (3.15) 

shouldd be computed for all states to get the optimal feedback function. The Q-function 
inn (3.14) is a quadratic function and H* is a symmetric positive definite matrix. So this 
functionn can easily be minimized by setting the derivative to the control action to zero: 
VVululQ*{xQ*{x klkl ul) = 2H*uxxk + 2H*uuu*k = 0, resulting in: 

KK = -{KuT'KxXk = L*xk with L' = -{KuVKx- (3-16) 

Wit hh the H*x = BTK*A and H*u = R + BTK*B in (3.14), this result is identical to (3.4). 
I tt is not the optimal Q-function that is being approximated, but the function repre-

sentingg the future costs. This is the function QL(x,u) = <j>  HL<p (with <f>  = \x u\ 
)4,, because all measurements are generated using some feedback L. The HL is symmetric 
andd positive definite so that L' — —{H Û)^XH^X

 5 is the feedback that minimizes QL. The 
L'L' does not have to be the optimal feedback but it wil l have lower future costs than L. 
Estimatingg the parameters of QL forms a policy evaluation step and computing L' forms 
aa policy improvement step. This means that this Q-Learning approach is based on policy 
iteration.. If L' is not good enough, the whole procedure can be repeated by generating 
measurementss using L'. If the parameters of QL are always estimated correctly, the se-
quencee of new values of L' forms a contraction towards the optimal solution L* [44]. This 
meanss we only have to verify the correctness of one policy improvement step. Then the 
convergencee to the optimal solution follows from induction. 

3.2.44 Q-Learning 

Inn (2.16) the update rule for Q-Learning is given. It is based on repeatedly restarting the 
systemm and generating new data in each run. The update also has a learning rate that has 
too decrease according to (2.19) and (2.20). This makes it impossible to compare the result 
withh that of the SI approach. We therefore have to change the Q-learning algorithm such 
thatt it uses one single data set and does not use a learning rate. 

Thee parameters HL of the Q-function should be estimated in the same way as the 
parameterss of the system in paragraph 3.2.2. So the same data set with {iC)t}̂ = o a nd 
{uk}{uk}k=0k=0 is used. Q-Learning also uses scalar reinforcements. These are the direct costs 

4I ff  there is also noise: QL{x, u) = <f> THL4> + vTKLv 
5Thee ' indicates the feedback that is optimal according to the Q-function. so L' optimizes QL. This is 

equivalentt to the greedy policy described in chapter 2. 
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computedd with (3.2).6 The parameters of QL are estimated based on the data set. generated 
usingg feedback L. The function QL can be estimated by writing its definition recursively: 

QQLL(x(xkk,u,ukk)) = ] T r,  = rk + J2 r ' = r*  + QL{xk k+i] 
i=ki=k  i=k-i-l 

(3.17) ) 

Notee that this definition implies that the data is generated using a stabilizing feedback. In 
casee the feedback L is not stable, the function QL(xk.uk) is not defined because the sum 
off  future reinforcement is not bounded. Therefore the correct values of HL do not exist 
andd cannot be estimated. 

Fromm (3.17) it follows that: 

rr kk + QL(xk+l.Lxk+i) - QL(xk. uk) = 0. (3.18) ) 

Iff  in this equation QL is replaced by its approximation QL the left hand side is the Temporal 
Differencee (TD). Because both functions are quadratic, the right hand side of (3.18) is only 
zeroo if QL haw the same parameters as QL. The parameters of QL can be estimated by 
reducingg the distance between the TD and zero. This can be formulated as a least squares 
estimationn as in (3.10). We define: 

rLrL vvkk -vJ.+ 1K
Lvk+]. (3.19) ) 4>I4>I  = [aifr uj] , <të+l  = [xj LTxT

k]  and wT
k = vT

kK 

Notee that the definition of 4>l+l  is slightly different from (f>J. It is possible to write (3.18) 

rr kk = QL{xk.uk)-Q
L{xk+l.Lxk+l) (3.20) 

== 4>T
kH

L<t> k-<t>l +xH
L4>M + wk (3.21) 

== v e c ^ ^ v e c ^ / ^) - vee«(0,+ 10j+ 1)Tvec«(t fL ) +wk (3.22) 

== v e c ^ ^ J" - cj>k+lci>l +1)
Tvec«(HL) + wk = v e c ^ J v e c ^ t f ' -) + wk. (3.23) 

Notee that the matrix <bk also depends on L. For all time steps the following holds: 

vett y-r0) 

vec«(Hvec«(HLL)) + ^QLL -

70 0 

r jv- i i 

vec«($0)T T 

vec^$j V - i ) T T 

wwQ Q 

soo that 

6 6 QL L (^QL^QL^ ^ 

U>N-1 1 

^QL^QL L 

== -^OL#QL + V< >-QL"QL L QL-- (3.24) ) 

(3.25) ) 

6Note:: that for the SI approach the parameters of the system are unknown, but still the weighting of the 
designn matrices can be made. Conceptually this does not make any sense. In a practical situation it is more 
likelyy that some scalar indication of performance is available, like for instance the energy consumption of 
thee system. We compute the direct cost using (3.2) for fair comparison. 

7Definee vec<(v4) as the function that, stacks the upper triangle elements of matrix A into a vector. 
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givess an estimation of vec<(HL). Since H should be symmetrical it can be derived from 
vec<J(#L ).. By applying (3.16) to matrix H the resulting feedback LQL for the Q-Learning 
approachh is computed. This should be an approximation of L'. 

Thiss variant of Q-learning only applies to the LQR framework, therefore we wil l refer 
too it as the Linear Quadratic Regulation Q-Learning (LQRQL) approach.8 The main 
differencee is that it does not require restarting the system several times to generate sufficient 
dataa for the correct estimation of all Q-values. Instead it uses prior knowledge about the 
functionn class of the Q-function that is chosen to fit the LQR task. This can be seen as 
generalizationn over the state-action space, which for the LQR task is globally correct. This 
alsoo holds for the approaches in [17] [44]. The only difference between these approaches and 
ourr approach using (3.25), is that we choose to learn in one step using the entire data set. 
Thee main reason for doing this is to make it possible to compare the result with the SI 
approach.. Also the analysis of the outcome is easier when the estimation is not performed 
recursively. . 

3.2.55 The Performance Measure 

Wee have described two different methods that use measurements to optimize a feedback 
resultingg in Lsi and LQL- For the comparison a scalar performance measure is required 
too indicate which of these feedbacks performs best. There are three ways to measure the 
performance: : 

 Exper imental: Run the system with the resulting feedbacks and compute the total 
costs.. The performances of both approaches can only be compared for one specific 
setupp and it does not indicate how "optimal" the result is. For a real system, this is 
thee only possible way to compare the results. 

 Opt ima l Feedback: In a simulation there is knowledge of A and B, so the optimal 
feedbackk L* can be computed using (3.4). A norm9 ||L*  — L\\ wil l not be a good 
performancee measure because feedbacks with similar ||L*  — L\\ can have different 
futuree costs. It is even possible that if ||L*  — L\\\ < \\L* — L2||, L\ results in an 
unstablee closed loop while L2 results in a stable closed loop. This means that this 
measuree can be used to show that the resulting feedback approaches the optimal 
feedback,, but this does not show that this wil l result in lower total costs. 

 D A R E Solut ion: Knowledge about A and B can be used in (3.5) to compute the 
solutionn of the DARE K*. This gives the future costs (3.11) when starting in x 0 and 
usingg L*. The costs when using an approximated feedback L can be expressed also 
likee (3.11), but then with matrix KL. Comparing the matrices K* and KL results in 
aa performance indication that only depends on the initial state. 

8Thiss should not be confused with the Least Squarse TD approach [18] [13], that applies to MDPs. 
9Heree L indicates the resulting feedback of both approaches. 
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Wee wil l define a performance measure based on the DARE solution, because it is the least 
sensitivee to the settings of the experiment. 

Whenn using L, the value function VL(x0) gives the total costs JL when starting in 
statee xo- It is given by: 

VVLL{x{x00)) = f^rk=x^f^(AT+LTBT)k(S + LTRL)(A + BL)kx0 = xlKLxi3.26) 
k=Qk=Q k=0 

wheree KL is again a symmetric matrix. (It is clear that this matrix only exists when the 
closedd loop A + DL has all its eigenvalues in the unit disc). When L* is used the total 
costss V*(XQ) can be computed using (3.11). Let the relative performance (RP) p{x0) be 
thee quotient between VL(x0) and V*(xo). so: 

L,L, x VL{XQ) X^KLX0 x^(K*)-lKLx0 X^YLX0 

V*(xV*(x00)) x^K*x0 x^x0 x^x0 

wheree YL = {K*y lKL. Only when L = L*, TL is the unit matrix. The RP pL{x0) is 

boundedd below and above by the minimal and maximal eigenvalues of FL: 

P LL = ^n(TL) < pL(xQ) < A m a x( rL ) = p x̂ Vxo + 0 (3.28) 

Notee that. p ûl = /?£]ax — 1 if and only if L — L* and that p ĥl > 1 VL. 

Accordingg to (3.28) three possible measures for the RP can be used: p ûilV p n̂SLX or 
ppLL(xo),(xo), It does not matter for the comparison which measure is used, so in general we 
wil ll  use pL to indicate one of these measures. Note that p n̂m and p âx only depend on the 
feedbackk L and the four matrices A, B, S and R that define the problem. In a practical 
situationn p ^^ seems the best choice because it represents the worst case RP with respect 
too x0. In this chapter we wil l call feedback L\ better than feedback L2 if p

Ll < pLl. 

3.2.66 Overview 

Thee schematic overview in figure 3.1 summarizes this section. The setup at the left shows 
thee system parameters and noise, but. also the feedback L and exploration noise e to 
generatee the measurements indicated with x, u and r (note that r is computed using S 
andd R). The SI approach is shown at the top and the Q-Learning approach at the bottom. 
Thee computation of the optimal feedback using A and B is shown in the middle. 

Forr LQRQL figure 3.1 shows no explicit optimization, because this is implicitl y included 
inn the estimation of the Q-function. This is the difference between the SI and the QL ap-
proach:: the SI approach is a two step method, where the estimation and the optimization 
aree performed independently. LQRQL is a one step method, where estimation and opti-
mizationn are performed at once. Figure 3.1 also shows that no additional information is 
requiredd to derive LQL from HL. 

Thee question mark at the very right of figure 3.1 indicates the comparison between pLsi 

andd pL(^L. In the next section we will relate this comparison to the amount of exploration, 
indicatedd with the e at the very left of figure 3.1. 
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e,L e,L 

Setup p 

L L 

HHL L LQL LQL 
A,B,S.R A,B,S.R 

n n 

P P 

Estimationn Optimization Result Comparison 

Figur ee 3.1. The Overview. The boxes indicate the parameters and the symbols next to the 
arrowss indicate the required information to compute the next result. 

3.33 The Influence of Explorat ion 

Inn this section we wil l investigate the influence of the exploration on the relative perfor-
mancess and the comparison. We wil l start in 3.3.1 by reformulating the method of the 
estimationn to make it possible to express the estimation error of the linear least squares 
estimation.. In 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 the influence of the exploration is investigated for both meth-
ods.. In 3.3.4 the exploration characteristic wil l be introduced to describe the influence of 
thee exploration on the performance of the resulting feedbacks. 

3.3.11 The estimation reformulated 

Bothh approaches described in the previous section, are based on a linear least squares 
estimation.. The equations (3.10) and (3.25) can be written as: 

ee = (XTX)-1XTY. (3.29) ) 

Thiss solution 0 depends only on the matrices X and Y, so no additional parameters 
influencee the result. For a fair comparison this is an important property. In practice (3.29) 
iss hardly ever used because of its poor numerical performance. Different decomposition 
methodss exist to overcome numerical problems. This is important for the implementation 
off  the simulations, but we wil l also use it to investigate the influence of the exploration. 
Thee matrix inversion in (3.29) is the main problem for our analysis, because this makes it 
veryy hard to see how the exploration influences the estimation. 
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Inn QR-decomposition10 X is decomposed into an upper triangular square matrix M 
andd a unitary matrix Z. so that (3.29) can be written as: 

00 = ((ZM)TZM)-l{ZM)TY = J\rlZTY. (3.30) 

Thiss is sufficient for an efficient implementation but it still uses a matrix inversion, making 
itt hard to see how this solution depends on the exploration. To see the influence of the 
exploration,, this solution has to be rearranged even more. 

Thee definition of Z and M in appendix A.l makes use of projection matrices P. Let 
PiPi be the projection matrix corresponding to X „ . which represents the ?th column of X. 
thenn Pi can be defined recursively according to: 

PP Y Y'V P T 

PiPi — Pi-i 7T —̂— 7772 and Pi — I. (3.31) 
\\Pi-l-^*t-\\\Pi-l-^*t-\  ||2 

Soo Pi depends on all columns of X from Xtl to X^_{. Multiplying these columns with Pt 

resultss in a zero vector, so the part of X* , that is a linear combination of the columns X* i 
too X„^i  does not contribute to outcome of PjX*3. 

Appendixx A.2 shows that matrices P can be used to solve (3.30) without matrix inver-
sion.. Let 6nt be the last row and 0  ̂ be the ith row. then they are given by:11 

(3.32) ) 

n n 

Y,Y, X.jëtj) for i < n. (3.33) 
j=t+i j=t+i 

Soo 0 can be obtained recursively by starting at the last row. If one of the columns of X 
iss a linear combination of all other columns then (XTX)~1 is singular. In this situation 
P,X«P,X«tt in (3.33) wil l become zero, resulting in a singularity as well.12 We wil l use (3.33) 
onlyy for the theoretical analysis of the exploration and not for the implementation, because 
itss numerical performance is even worse than (3.29). 

3.3.22 The System Identification approach 

Wee first rewrite the estimation for the SI approach and show how the resulting feedback 
dependss on the estimation. We then express the estimation error and show how it depends 
onn the exploration. Finally we show the consequences of the estimation error on the 
resultingg feedback and its performance. 

lüThee name refers to matrices Q and R. but we will use Z and M because we already use the symbols 
QQ and R. 

11Inn the rest of the chapter we will ignore the absence of the sum term for the nth row by defining a 
dummyy 0„+i *  that equals zero. 

I2Thee scalar \\PjXt, | || in (3.33) is squared, so it will go faster to zero than the elements of vector XjtP?. 

&n*&n*  = 

0»0» = 

l pp y II 
II  l n-s*-*n II 

xlP7 xlP7 
\PiX*A\\PiX*A\2 2 

(Y-(Y-
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Th ee Est imat ion 

Too show the influence of the exploration, matrix X$i in (3.9) can be split in a part that 
dependss on x and in a part that depends on u: 

XXslsl=[x=[x  u] = [x XLT+£]  with X = 

(3.34) ) 
Alsoo the control actions are split into a feedback part and an exploration part, but according 
too (3.9) some exploration is still contained in X and Ysi-

Appendixx A.3 shows that the columns of B and A are given by: 

££ U+jB*j)  (3.35) 

nnx x 

££ X.jA.j-UêT). (3.36) 

Withoutt exploration the value of B becomes infinite, because ||-Pnx+j£n||2 approaches zero 
fasterr than SjtP  ̂ +i. This also makes A infinite. For low exploration the term UB 
dominatess the outcome of (3.36). Then A becomes more linear dependent on B. So for 
loww exploration {A,B) are more likely to be uncontrollable. 

Appendixx A.3 also shows that the columns of D = A + LB are given by: 

*>«*>« = ïï^rV rsi~^T- E ^ ^ ) - <3-37> 

Becausee B is multiplied with S. D does not become very large for low amounts of explo-
ration.. Therefore we wil l use B and D to obtain the resulting feedback Lsi-

Th ee Feedback 

Too compute the feedback (3.5) should be solved using A and B, so: 

kk = AT{k - kÈ(êTkÊ + R)'1êTk)A + s. (3.38) 

AA unique solution k to (3.38) does not have to exist, especially when A and B are too 
largee due to insufficient exploration. In this case the right hand side of (3.38) wil l become 
veryy small making k ~ S. So we wil l assume that K* ~ k is not too large. The feedback 
iss computed according to (3.4) using the estimated matrices: 

LSII = -(R + ÊTkÊ)-1êTkA^(R + êTkê)-lêTk(ÊL-D). (3.39) 

Byy replacing A by BL — D, two possible outcomes can already be given: 

x x 
XQ XQ 

T T 
u= u= 

T T 

T T 
UUN-1 N-1 

88 = 

T T 

eeN-l N-l 

B»B» = 

AA  — 

££TTPPT T 

<-*i<-*i rrnnxx+i +i 2 ^ 1 1 

T D T T xyp xyp 
nnxx+i+i  / y 

I PP JV II2 

111 nx+i rK-*i  || 2 

SI I 
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•• Too low explorat ion: L$i sa L 
Iff  the amount of exploration is much too low. B in (3.39) becomes much too large 
becausee of the low value of E in (3.35). So D and R can be neglected, resulting in 
Lsii ~ {BT KB)~lBT KBL — L. This means that the outcome will approximately be 
thee feedback that was used to generate the data! 

•• H ig h explorat ion: Zsi ~ L* 
Forr very high amounts of exploration the system noise Vsi in (3.9) can be neglected. 
Thee least squares estimation will almost be perfect, so solving the DARE and com
putingg feedback will approximately have the optimal feedback L*  as outcome. 

Wee can conclude that for insufficient exploration the relative performance does not change 
andd for abundant exploration the relative performance approaches one. We will determine 
thee minimal amount of exploration required to obtain the second outcome. 

T h ee Est imat ion Erro r 

Byy defining yk = xk+i and using (3.7). it is possible to write: 

k k 

yykk = Dk+'x, + Y, D^iBa + vt). (3.4Ü) 
i=0 i=0 

Soo Vsi can be written as: 
Vsii =XDT +£BT + VSI. (3.41) 

Thiss can be used to get an expression for the error in the estimations of B and D. 

èè*>*>  = i . n 5 P w ; + i i 2 ( ^ T + ^ T + ^ i - " f M - J ) (3-42) 
H-ff n3-+t^*i\\2  j=nx+i+\ 

== II P 5 P T 112 ( g g T + ^ s i - " ' f S-AJ) (3.43) 

==  B.i+ l* iP"'+\ (Va- " f CjAj-BJ). (3.44) 

Soo the estimation error B*t — B  ̂ — Bn is given by: 

cTpTT nx + nu 

B.B.tt==  „ * y '„2(Vsi- E £*jB*j)  (3-45) 
j=nj=n TT+i+\ +i+\ 

Inn the same way: 

vTT pT ra 

£>«« = . | P V| | 2 ( * D T + f fiT + ^ . - £5 T - E **;4*) (3-46) 

D* «« = ^ ^ P ( V / S 1 ^ ^ T - 5Z **A>) "  (3-4?) 
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Thee estimation errors depend on the exploration noise in £ and the system noise in Vsi-
Thee estimations B and D can be written as the sum of the correct value and the 

estimationn error. So B = B + B and D = D + D. These expressions can be used in (3.39) 
too see how the resulting feedback depends on the exploration and system noise, because 
thee correct values B and D do not depend on £ and Vsi-

Th ee Minima l Explorat io n 

Expressionss (3.45) and (3.47) hold for any £ and Vsi- To focus on the amounts of explo-
rationn and system noise, the estimation errors should be expressed using oe and ov. These 
errorss depend on the configuration so only an indication of the level of magnitude of these 
errorss can be given. 

Wee have to make the following assumptions: 

E{6le«)E{6le«) ~ cxNal (3.48) 

E{€JiVsui}E{€JiVsui} ~ c2Naeav (3.49) 

^{HPiA^Ha}}  ~ c3 + c4al + c5ava€ + cG(Te, (3.50) 

withh C\  -CQ constants depending on nx, nu and B. Note that these assumptions are rude 
approximationss that indicate the expectation value over a time interval of size N. Assump-
tionn (3.49) indicates that the level of magnitude of the expectation value is proportional 
too the cross correlation between £ti and Vgi*j - Given the fixed time interval, this value 
mayy vary a lot depending on the particular noise sequences. This means that the constant 
C22 depends very much on these noise sequences. The same holds for c5 in (3.49). The 
constantt c3 is included to incorporate the dependency on the initial state XQ. 

Noww it is possible to give an approximation of the expected estimation errors (3.45) 
andd (3.47). They are proportional to: 

E{B}E{B} ~ ^ (3.51) 
ccxxaae e 

E{D}E{D}  ~ Gv (3.52) 
yJCyJC33 + C&l + C5(Tv<7e + C§02

t 

Notee that E{D} has a maximum for ae — —£^£2L ~ <r Vl which in general is slightly less than 
<7<7VV. . 

Thee errors in (3.52) are zero if uv = 0, so exploration is only required to prevent 
singularityy in the computations of the least squares estimate. 

Forr av  ̂ 0 it is possible to neglect D and R in (3.39) if B makes B much too large. 
Thee maximum of E{D} is less than one and E{B} is also less than one, so for oe m av 

thee D and R in (3.39) cannot be neglected. This is the minimal amount of exploration 
thatt is required, for more exploration the estimations wil l almost be correct. So as a rule 
off  thumb: 

TheThe amount of exploration should be larger than the amount of system noise! 
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3.3.33 The LQRQL approach 

Analogg to the SI approach, we wil l determine the dependency of the estimation errors on 
thee exploration and system noise. We also wil l show the consequences of the estimation 
errorr on the resulting feedback and its performance. 

T h ee Est imat ion 

Too show the influence of the exploration, matrix XQL in (3.24) should be rearranged in 
suchh a way that linear dependencies between the columns of XQL can be used. Write &k 

as: : 

$A-- 4>M 4>M 4>k+l<f>k+l 4>k+l<f>k+l 

xxk k l*ïl*ï  «ï] -
" ^ ff  <KU 

hr r nnuu\ \ 

xxk+i k+i 

LxLx k+lk+l_ _ 
, T T 

-1Ï -1Ï 

(3.53) ) 

wi th : : 

&1&1 11 = 

<bï<bïxx = <£> 

k k 

k k 

T T 
xxkkxxk k 

Xk+\XXk+\Xk+l k+l 

<Pt<PtxxLLTT + uke
l
k. (3.54) ) 

Thee rows vec^^*.) of XqL do not have the elements arranged according to (3.54). so we 
redefinee XQL as:1,3 14 

lQL L 

vccvcc<< {<$>{<$> xxxx))T T vec ($^ )T T vecf l ($gu)T T 

yecyec<($xx_^T<($xx_^T v e c( $ « ? _ JT v e c ^ ^ ^ ^T 

—— $rxx \px 
\p\pl l (3.55) ) 

Thee submatrices &TX, &ux and $uu correspond to Hxx. Hux and Huu. which are rearrange-

mentss of the vectors 6XX, 0UX and 8UU. Vector 0XX has nx/x = \nx(nx + 1) elements, vector 

66UXUX has nux — nunx elements and vector 0UU has nuu = ^nv(nu + 1) elements. 

feedbackk such that v e c ^ ^ L 1 ) = vec<(«I>"-r)£T. Define matrix T with rows vec(efc£c' 
Lett Cv be the feedback matrix such that vec(L$xx) = jCvvec(<ï>") and let £ be the 

ll xxLLvv)) = vee<($%r)£T n~ f i —• - - ^ 
andd matrix T with rows vec^u^e^ ) . Then 

$$uxux = Cv$
xx + T and # l l 

^ r 11 +T (3.56) ) 

cann be used to find expressions for 9xx. 9UX and 0UU using (3.33). 
13Forr the implementation this is not. required, only for the analysis. 
14Thee function vec(A) stacks all columns of A into one vector. Note that here vra:($^T) is used instead 

off veo(<ï>£"). Only the order of elements is different because Qk is symmetric and so vec^J^) — vec(<I>£u)T. 
Thee reason for doing this is that the calculation of the feedback according to (3.16) makes use of Huz and 
no tt HTU. 
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Th ee Feedback 

Too compu te the feedback, (3.16) should be solved using Hux and Huu, so: 

L Q LL = -H~u Hux. (3.57) 

HHuuuu and Hux are obtained by rearranging the vectors 6UX and 0UU. The difference with 
thee SI approach is that the feedback directly follows from the estimations, so it can only 
bee investigated by looking at 6UX and 9UU. These estimations are according to (3.25) a 
solutionn to: 

YYQLQL — \ $XX \f/UX $fUU] 
XX XX 

"ux "ux 

""  Till. 

++  VQL. (3.58) 

T hee es t imat ion of 0UU us ing (3.33) is given by: 

|7/uuTT r>T nxx+nux+nUu 

\^n\^nxxxx+n+nuxux+i**i+i**i  ||2 j=nxx+nux+i+l 

hh *i  nxx+nux-\-i /y _ V""1 \JruuQ 

+n+nuxux+i+i  **i  \\2 j=nxx+nux+i Jr 

pTT nxx+nux+nUu 

-- l i p " " + X + M 2 ( y Q L - E ^ « u j ) . (3-59) 
II-**  nIX+nux+i-** i ||2 j=nxx+nux+i+l 

TTeeee has v e c< ( e ^ e ^ )T as rows, because the vec<(LxiieJ)T has no effect on the mul t ip l i ca t ion 
wi t hh mat r ices Pnxx+nux+i- 15 Equa t ion (3.59) is s imi lar to (3.35) and w i thout exp lo ra t ion 
TTeeee becomes zero causing a s ingular i ty ( just lik e S in (3.35)). T he es t imat ion of 0UX has a 
similarr form as (3.36): 

ëëuxux,i,i = up*' P" ' ' + , ; 2 ( * Q L - " " E " *:j xêuX,j-vuuouu). (3.60) 
11-f;nxxx + i 1 *i||2 p n ^ + i +1 

T hee l inear relat ion ^ u u = (£U*£ T + T resembles W = XLT + S. So it also possible t o 
definee a 6d, equivalent to t he closed loop (3.37) in the SI approach, accord ing to: 

eded><><  = II P" P\^UY^-Tee^u- ""E" " #%0dj). (3.61) 
\\^n\\^nxxxx + i i-*i\\2  j=nxx+i+l 

Sincee #d = Bux + 9UUCT can be rear ranged to Hd = Hux + ffuuL, (3.57) can be wr i t ten as: 

LQLLQL = H~u {HUUL - Hd) = L — H~u Hd. (3.62) 

Wit hh this result two possible outcomes can be given: 

•• Too low explorat ion: L Q L ~ L 

Iff the amount of exploration is much too low Huu is much larger than Hd, so the second 
termm in (3.62) can be ignored. The outcome will approximately be the feedback tha t 
wass used to generate the data! 

15Thiss is because matrix $uu is symmetric. 
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•• H ig h explorat ion: LQL ~ L' 

Forr very high exploration, the value of VQL in (3.58) can be neglected. So H will 
bee an almost perfect estimation of HL. Solving (3.57) will approximately have L' as 
outcome. . 

Wee can conclude that for insufficient exploration the relative performance does not change. 
Forr high amounts of exploration the estimation will almost be correct resulting in a relative 
performancee that corresponds to L'. 

Th ee Est imat ion Erro r 

Too find the minimal exploration we adapt the expressions for the estimation errors of the 
SII approach with the values for the Q-Learning approach. The error in the estimation 6UU 

iss given by: 

TeeTnTT nx:r+nlrx+nuu 

Öuu.iÖuu.i = 7775 n x i +^,^ | |2(^QL - X] Tee0uu4). (3.63) 

Inn the same way for the estimation 0^ 

~e~edd..tt = p * Pn"+n- +UvQl - Te%u - n " + g + n , J " r ^ i ) . (3.64) 
11^nxx+n urr  + i t* ; | |2 j=nTX + nUI+i+\ 

Thee level of magnitude of the errors 9uua and 6  ̂ remains the same after rearranging it to 
HHuuuu and Hd. 

Th ee Min ima l Explorat io n 

Too get an approximation of the minimal amount of exploration, we start again with some as
sumptions.. Since Tee has vec<(ekeJs)

T as rows, we will assume that E{T^TT^f} ~ CiNaj. 
Usingg the definition of Wk in (3.19) we will assume that E{T™TVQLti} ~ c2A

r(Te
2(Tt

2. We fur
therr assume that £{||-Pn„.+nUJ.+i'T*i|||} ~ ^ ^ { I I ^ ^ J I I ^ } ' SO that the levels of magnitude 
off the expected errors are: 

E{HE{HUUUU]]  ~ ^ (3.65) 

E{HE{Hdd]]  ~  ̂ (3.66) 
y(c33 4- c4al)ae + chava\ + c6cr^ 

Bothh errors in (3.66) will be zero if ay, = 0. This corresponds with the noise free situation in 
[16]] and [44]. In this situation the only purpose of the exploration is to prevent singularity 
inn the computations of the least squares estimate. 

Thee maximum of E{Hd] can be expressed as av{\ + K), where K > 0 is some value that 
dependss on the constants and av. Without specifying the constants it is impossible to get 
ann idea about the size of K. The only thing we can conclude is: 
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TheThe amount of exploration required by the LQRQL approach is larger than the amount 

ofof exploration required by the SI approach! 

3.3.44 The Exploration Characteristics 

Ourr main contribution in this chapter is comparing the performances for the SI and LQRQL 
approach.. Especially we focused on the influence of the amount of exploration on these 
performances.. We wil l summarize our results in this section. For this we define the 
explorationexploration characteristic as the expected performance as a function of the amount of 
explorationn ae. As performance measure we wil l use the relative performance introduced 
inn section 3.2.5. First we wil l give a description of the similarities and then of the differences 
betweenn the two solution methods. 

Thee outcome of both methods depends on two estimations; B and D for the SI approach, 
HHuuuu and Hd for LQRQL. These estimations can be viewed as the sum of the correct 
resultt and the estimation error (i.e. B = B + B), where the exploration and system 
noisee only affect the estimation error. Based on the influence of the exploration on the 
estimationn errors, we can distinguish four types of outcomes. With the increase of the level 
off  exploration we wil l have the following types of outcome: 

II  Singularity : No exploration wil l result in a singularity, so there is no outcome. 

I II  Erro r  Dominance: If the amount of exploration is much too low, but a feedback 
cann be computed, the estimation errors wil l dominate the outcome. The resulting 
feedbackk wil l approximately be the feedback that was used to generate the data, so 
thee relative performance does not improve. 

II II  Sequence Dependent Outcome: For a certain amount of exploration, the esti-
mationn errors do not dominate the outcome but are still too high to be neglected. So 
thee resulting feedback is partly based on the estimation error and partly on the cor-
rectt value. The outcome wil l depend on the particular realization of the exploration 
noisee sequence and system noise sequence. Therefore the relativê  performance can 
bee anything, although it is bounded from below due to the error D or Hd-

IVV  Correct Est imat ion: For sufficient exploration the estimation errors can be ne-
glected.. The SI approach wil l result in L* because the system's parameters are 
estimatedd correctly. The LQRQL wil l result in L' because the parameters of the 
Q-functionn are estimated correctly. 

Twoo exploration characteristics for SI and LQRQL approaches are sketched in figure 3.2. 
Too stress the differences, log(pL - 1) is shown instead of pL. The differences in the four 
typess of outcomes are: 

II  Singularity : The amount of exploration appears quadratically in the estimations for 
thee QL approach, so it requires more exploration to prevent singularity. This means 
thatt the lines in figure 3.2(b) start for higher values of ae than in figure 3.2(a). 
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I II  Erro r  Dominance: Only the value of ae for which this is the outcome differs. 

II II  Sequence Dependent Outcome: D has a maximum value for ae < av and Hd for 
aaee > av. Also the maximum values are different. So this outcome only differs in the 
lowerr bound for the relative performance. 

I VV Correct Est imat ion: For the SI approach the relative performance wil l approach 
onee with the increase in the exploration level. For LQRQL the feedback wil l approach 
L'L' so that the relative performance depends on the feedback that was used to generate 
thee data. The only way to let the relative performance approach one is to do more 
policyy improvement steps. In Figure 3.2b we see that L2 = L[, so L'2 is the result 
afterr two policy improvement step when starting with L\. 

Thee main differences between the exploration characteristics in figure 3.2 are the amounts 
off  exploration for which these outcomes occur. It is clear that there is a difference in the 
typee IV outcome, because the SI approach wil l approximate L* and the LQRQL approach 
L'.L'. Therefore does the outcome of the LQRQL approach depend on the L and for the SI 
approachh it does not. 

Thee dashed lines in figure 3.2(a) indicate the lower bound on the relative performance 
duee to D (the dashed line continues under the solid and bold line). The relative performance 
wil ll  not go below this line, even when an almost optimal feedback like L2 is used. So 

i o g ( p - i **  i n m i v log(pp - 1) II  II II I  IV 

^rM ^rM L[ L[ 
L'o L'o 

(a)) The SI exploration characteristic. The 
arroww with L*  indicates that the character-
isticc will approach the optimal feedback if 
thee exploration is increased. 

(b)) The LQRQL exploration characteristic. 

Figur ee 3.2. The Exploratio n Characteristics. Both figures show log(pL - 1) as a function 
off  ae when data was generated using feedback L\ (bold line) and feedback L2 (solid line). The 
symbolss next to these lines indicate the value that is being approximated. The feedback L2 is 
almostt optimal so that pL2 is almost one. The dashed line indicates the lower bound on the 
relativee performances due to the errors D or H^. The grey area indicates outcome III , where any 
relativee performance above the lower bound is possible. 
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takingg ae = av will not "improve" the feedback. (This amount of exploration will give 
ann improvement for L{). Feedback L2 can only be improved by increasing the amount of 
explorationn even more. Figure 3.2(b) shows the same effect for the LQRQL approach due 
too Hd- It takes more exploration to guarantee L'2 than it takes to guarantee L\. Both 
approachess have in common that for near optimal feedbacks more exploration is required 
too guarantee an improvement than just avoiding outcome III . 

3.44 Simulation Experiments 

Thee purpose of the simulation experiments is to verify the results presented in previous 
sectionss and show the exploration characteristics. 

3.4.11 Setup 

Wee take a system according to (3.1) with the following parameters: 

"-0.66 0.4' 
11 0 

BB = 
'0 '0 
1 1 

XQXQ = 
' l ' ' 
1 1 

Forr the direct cost (3.2) we take S to be a unit matrix and R — 1. For this system 
thee number of parameters that has to be estimated for both approaches equals 6. So 
takingg N = 20 measurements should be enough for the estimation. The measurements are 
generatedd according to (3.6) with 

LL = [0.2 -0.2] <r v = 1(T4. (3.68) 

Forr this value of L the closed loop is stable. The solution of the DARE and the optimal 
feedbackk are given by: 

UU = [0.373 0.279] . (3.69) 

Alsoo the relative performances for L can be computed: 

p^p m̂m = 1.469 p  ̂ = 2.093 pL(x0) = 1.832. (3.70) 

3.4.22 Exploration Characteristic 

Wee compute the exploration characteristic by doing the same simulation experiment for 
differentt values of ae. To make sure that ae is the only parameter that differs, we always 
usee the same realizations of exploration noise and system noise by using the same seeds 
forr the random generator. We vary ae from 10"12 to 105. 

Figuree 3.3(a) shows p£in, p  ̂ and pL(x0) for the SI and LQRQL approach for one 
realization.. The exploration intervals for the four types of outcomes can be seen in fig-
uree 3.3(a): 

K* K* 
2.302 2 
0.149 9 

0.149 9 
1.112 2 
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(a)) Pmin' Pmax an  ̂ PL(xo) for one realization. (b)) log(/9 âx - 1) for five realizations. 

Figur ee 3.3. Simulation Results. The dotted vertical line indicates the system noise level 
aavv = 10- 4. The dashed lines are the results for the SI approach and the solid lines are the results 
forr the LQRQL approach. 

II  SI: ae < 1CT12 (not shown in figure 3.3(a)), LQRQL: ae < 1(T7. 

I II  SI: 10"12 < ae < KT 7, LQRQL: 10"7 < ae < 1CT4 = av. The values of p~m . 
andd pL(x0) in figure 3.3(a) agree with the values in (3.70). 

min'' rmax 

II II  SI: 1(T7 <ae<  1(T4, LQRQL: 1CT4 < ae < KT 2. This particular realization results 
inn an increase of the RP for both methods. 

IVV SI: ae > 1(T4, LQRQL: ae > KT2. The RP for both approaches seem to be one. 

Inn the results in figure 3.3(b) we want to focus on type II I and IV outcomes. In 
figurefigure 3.3(a) the outcomes of type IV are not very clear. Therefore figure 3.3(b) shows 
log(/9 âxx — 1) and not p ^ . The outcomes are shown for five different realizations. 

>> oL This 
maxx  ̂ rmax • ' 

II II  For some realizations p  ̂ < p^lax and for other realizations p£ 
holdd for both approaches but not always for the same realizations (not shown in 
figuree 3.3(b), where the lines are not labeled). So if p^ a x is high for one approach, it 
doess not imply that it is also high for the other approach. 

IVV The RP for both approaches are not equal to one, they are close to one! For the SI 
approachh the value of p  ̂ gets closer to one if the amount of exploration is increased. 
Forr LQRQL the value of p^ a x does not approach one if the amount of exploration is 
increased.. Instead it approaches p^' > 1. 
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3.55 Discussion 

Inn this chapter we continued investigating RL in the context of LQR as in [16] [44]. In 
orderr to make it more realistic we included system noise in our analysis. The proofs of 
convergencee in [16] [44] are only valid if there is no noise and sufficient exploration is used. 

Inn this chapter we showed that the system noise determines the amount of exploration 
thatt is sufficient. There is a hard threshold level for the amount of exploration required. 
Justt below that threshold the resulting feedback can be anything and even result in an 
unstablee closed loop. This is the amount of exploration that has to be avoided. For the 
SII  approach an alternative method was proposed to deal with the bias resulting from the 
systemm noise [21]. The idea is to add a bias towards the optimal solution. The effect of 
suchh an approach is that this may reduce the probability of an unstable closed loop for 
thee type II I outcome, but this can still not be guaranteed. Therefore avoiding type II I 
outcomess is safer. 

Iff  we reduce the amount of exploration even more, we wil l find the feedback used to 
generatee the data as the optimal solution. Although this is not dangerous, this result is 
nott very useful. If the amount of exploration is reduced even more, no feedback can be 
computedd because of a singularity in the least squares estimation. This effect is also present 
withoutt noise, so the purpose of exploration in [16] [44] is to prevent numerical problems 
withh the recursive least squares estimation. The amount of exploration that is sufficient in 
thatt case is determined by the machine precision of the computer. 

Wee also compared the result of LQRQL with an indirect approach. We observed that 
thee performance of this approach as a function of the amount of exploration is very similar 
too that of LQRQL. The main difference is that the threshold level of the amount of explo-
rationn required is lower. This means that under the circumstances under which convergence 
off  LQRQL can be proven, it is wiser to us the indirect approach. 

Inn [32] some additional experiments are described. There, two almost identical data 
setss are shown, where one data set did not change the feedback and where the other gave 
ann improvement. This indicates that visual inspection of the data does not reveal whether 
sufficientt exploration was used. For the LQRQL approach we can look at the eigenvalues 
off  H. If it has negative eigenvalues, the quadratic Q-function is not positive definite and 
thereforee insufficient exploration was used. For the SI approach such an indication is not 
available. . 

Wee did not look at the influence of the feedback itself, but this can only have an effect for 
thee higher amounts of exploration. Just below the threshold level the feedback determines 
thee probability of an unstable closed loop. Since this situation has to be avoided, this is 
nott of interest. For sufficient exploration the feedback wil l determine how many policy 
iterationn steps are required. When starting with a good performing feedback only a few 
stepss are required. 

Ourr analysis was based on estimating the magnitudes of the estimation errors. These 
errorss still depend on the number of time steps used. The contribution of the number of 
timee steps on the performance for the indirect approach is described in [27]. The results 
presentedd there are very conservative and indicate that a large number of times steps are 
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requiredd for a guaranteed improvement of the performance. Based on our experiment 
wee see that the amount of time steps required is just a couple of times the number of 
parameterss to estimate. 

3.66 Conclusion 

Wee have shown a fair comparison between two different approaches to optimize the feedback 
forr an unknown linear system. For the system identification approach the estimation and 
optimizationn are performed separately. For the Q-Learning approach the optimization is 
implicitl yy included in the estimation. The comparison is fair because both approaches 
usedd the same data, and no other parameters had to be chosen. So the differences in 
performancee are due to the approaches. 

Thee first conclusion is that for insufficient exploration the result of the optimization 
wil ll  be the same as the feedback that was used to generate the data. So no change in 
feedbackk does not imply that the feedback is already optimal. This result is a consequence 
off  the noise in the system. This noise introduces a bias in the estimation and when using 
insufficientt exploration, this bias dominates the estimated outcome. 

Iff  the exploration is insufficient, but large enough that the resulting feedback wil l not 
bee the same as the initial feedback, then the resulting performance becomes very unpre-
dictable.. The closed loop can be stable and the performance can be improved, but it is 
alsoo possible that the closed loop becomes unstable. These results have to be avoided and 
thereforee it is very important that sufficient exploration is used. 

Thee second conclusion is that the LQRQL approach can be guaranteed to optimize the 
feedback.. This is the first continuous state space problem with noise, for which a rein-
forcementt learning approach can be guaranteed to work. This is the good news. The bad 
newss is that if the conditions hold and a good outcome can be guaranteed, an alternative 
approachh based on system identification wil l perform better. So we can not recommend to 
usee the LQRQL approach for the linear quadratic regularization task. 


